
Magnetic Case Nillkin Nature TPU Pro for Apple iPhone 14 Pro Ref: 6902048248649
Magnetic Case Nillkin Nature TPU Pro for Apple iPhone 14 Pro Max (Blue)

Nillkin Nature TPU Pro Magnetic Case for Apple iPhone 14 Pro Max (blue).
If you often use magnetic accessories or charge your iPhone wirelessly, the Nillkin Nature transparent magnetic case will definitely come
in handy. The overlay is made of premium PC and TPU material, which is very flexible and durable. There are drop-resistant cushions on
the four corners and anti-slip bars on both sides to greatly enhance the stability of the phone in your hand. The well-thought-out design
not only protects your smartphone, but also screws up its unique design with a transparent case.
 
Exceptional protection 
The product provides 360 ۫ protection for your equipment. A built-in buffer protects the phone's screen. Impact-resistant cushions have
been used on the corners to cushion the fall of the equipment. In addition, protection for the rear camera has been provided, by raising
its frame. 
 
Easy to maintain
The accessory is not only functional, but also looks really great. It was made of transparent plastic, so it allows you to expose your phone
and does not yellow even after a long time of use. The accessory boasts high scratch resistance.
 
Fast charging 
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The case is compatible with MagSafe, which allows you to charge your phone faster, without having to remove it from the case. Magnets,
are distinguished by their high attracting power, so you can freely use your magnetic accessories without worrying that your phone will
fall and be damaged.
 
Brand 
Nillkin
Name
Nillkin Nature TPU Pro magnetic case for Apple iPhone 14 Pro Max
Color 
Blue
Compatibility 
iPhone 14 Pro Max
Material 
TPU + PC
Weight 
33.5 g
Dimensions 
163.2 × 81.12 × 2.92 mm

Price:

Before: € 8.1057

Now: € 7.00
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